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Abstract: A proof of concept for a model-less target detection and classification system for side-scan imagery is presented. The system is based on a supervised approach that uses augmented reality (AR) images for training computer added detection and classification (CAD/CAC) algorithms, which are then deployed on real data. The algorithms are able to generalise and detect real targets when trained on AR ones, with performances comparable with the state-of-the-art in CAD/CAC. To illustrate the approach, the focus is on one specific algorithm, which uses Bayesian decision and the novel, purpose-designed central filter feature extractors. Depending on how the training database is partitioned, the algorithm can be used either for detection or classification. Performance figures for these two modes of operation are presented, both for synthetic and real targets. Typical results show a detection rate of more that 95% and a false alarm rate of less than 5%. The proposed supervised approach can be directly applied to train and evaluate other learning algorithms and data representations. In fact, a most important aspect is that it enables the use of a wealth of legacy pattern recognition algorithms for the sonar CAD/CAC applications of target detection and target classification.

1 Introduction

Fast development of underwater robotics has lead to the possibility of surveying large areas of the seafloor. Remotely operated vehicles and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are now routinely used for this task, generally equipped with different sets of sensors to image and analyse the seabed. Side-scan sonar is perhaps the most widely used imaging sensor, mainly because of its good compromise between resolution, range and cost.

A common application of side-scan sonar survey missions is target detection and classification for mine countermeasures (MCM). Processing and analysis of the products of these surveys (typically consisting of several hundreds of images per mission) needs to be automated both for practical and operative reasons, especially if used in a real MCM campaign. Automatic processing also opens the possibility for AUVs to adapt the survey plan to the type of objects being observed in real-time.

The task of target detection and classification in side-scan images can be approached in different ways. Model-based methods [1] rely on the development of specific feature extractors, specifically devised to identify characteristic elements of the target geometry or appearance. This ad hoc procedure must be performed for every type of target and leads to target-specific detectors, which limits the types of objects that can be detected to those that have been previously modelled. Moreover, the occurrence of new conditions or new types of targets will require re-modelling the detectors or building new ones from scratch.

If a large amount of target examples are available, supervised classification methods [2] are a more practical solution. A classifier can be trained to detect and classify targets using these examples, and new conditions or new types of targets simply require a re-training of the system using new examples. A range of techniques have been considered including nonlinear matched filters [3], thresholding and clustering [4], adaptive filters [5] and template matching [6]. The success of these techniques depend on the similarity of the training data to the test data, and poor results are often observed when the difference between the two is high [4]. It has also been illustrated that their success depends on the data used to train the system [7].

To overcome the limited availability of real target images, synthetic ones could be generated through simulation [8]. Semi-supervised approaches [9] have also been proposed, but these rely upon the availability of an underwater vehicle. The features and characteristics of man-made objects are well known and lead to accurate simulation of synthetic target models. However, general simulation of the seabed is ineffective because modelling the diversity of the natural seafloor is intractable. System noise, environmental inhomogeneities and image artefacts affecting side-scan sonar images in real operational conditions are also difficult to model accurately.

A compromise between using real and synthetic data can be found in augmented reality (AR) simulation [10], where synthetic target models are embedded on a real image of the seafloor. A computer model of the seafloor is constructed from the side-scan image by an inversion process [11], which determines the parameters that characterise the observed scene. Then the computer model for the seafloor and that of the target are combined and rendered to obtain
a new AR image that realistically integrates the synthetic target within the observed scene. This way, training images for a future mission can be generated from previous side-scan imagery of appropriate types of seabed and the computer models of the targets to be expected.

The AR technique opens a wealth of opportunities. In this paper, we investigate its applicability to the design of a supervised classification system for automated target recognition (ATR).

2 System description

An overview of the architecture for the proposed supervised classification system based on AR is presented in Fig. 1. A classifier is trained by using a large database of small AR image samples or ‘snippets’, which are mug shots of a small area of the seabed that may or may not contain a target. Ground-truth is associated to each snippet in the form of a data file that contains the type of snippet (target positive or negative), the type of the local seabed (flat, rippled etc.) and the type of target if present.

Once the classifier is trained, it can be evaluated by classifying a previously unseen test set of AR samples. Comparison of the classification results to the ground-truth gives an estimation of the classifier’s performance on unseen data. The trained classifier can also be deployed and used on real data by feeding it with test target samples from a real mission. Note that the classifier evaluation method using an AR database can be used to realistically quantify the performance of any classifier, not only the supervised type presented in this paper, and therefore constitutes a general solution for the evaluation of underwater ATR systems based on side-scan sonar [10].

3 AR training database

The construction of the AR training database starts by selecting appropriate side-scan sonar images and 3D computer models of target geometry. The side-scan images should be representative of the type or types of seabed to be expected in the test data set or final mission, and ideally should have been acquired by the same model of sensor that will acquire the test data. The computer models for the targets should approximate the expected types of targets as accurately as possible. 3D computer models for the selected side-scan images are constructed by inversion of the side-scan images, which obtains a 3D elevation map, a reflectivity map and a beam-pattern map for each of them.

With the computer models for the images and the targets, a large number of simulated AR samples can be generated – with their associated ground-truth – and stored in the training database.

3.1 Sonar inversion

In order to generate a 3D computer model of an observed scene, it is necessary to analyse the side-scan image and try to determine what particular characteristics and properties of the seafloor and the observing sensor resulted in the formation of this image. We assume these characteristics to be represented by a set of three parameters per image pixel: seabed altitude $Z$, the reflectivity $R$ of the seafloor at the point and intensity $\Phi$ of the illuminating acoustic pulse at the point. The sonar inversion process is the means by which we are able to reconstruct these sets of parameters for a given side-scan image. A more detailed explanation of this procedure can be found in the work of Coiras et al. [11].

In order to perform the inversion, a model for the side-scan image formation process is required. We have chosen the classical Lambertian diffuse illumination model [12–14] which assumes that the observed intensity $I$ at a surface point $p$ depends only on the incidence angle $\theta$ to the source

$$I(p) = K \Phi(p) R(p) \cos(\theta(p))$$

(1)

where $K$ is a normalisation constant. Assuming a coordinate system centred in the side-scan sensor (Fig. 2), the cosine of the angle of incidence in (1) can be expressed as a function of the surface elevation $Z$

$$I(x, y) = K \Phi(x, y) R(x, y)$$

$$Z(x, y) = \frac{x(\partial Z/\partial x)(x, y)}{\sqrt{x^2 + Z^2(x, y)^2} + (\partial Z/\partial y(x, y))^2 + 1}$$

(2)

Equation (2) provides a forward model, which permits the rendering of a synthetic side-scan image once the scene parameters $R$, $Z$ and $\Phi$ are known. The inverse problem, that of obtaining the scene parameters from a given real side-scan image, is much more complex and requires the utilisation of statistical optimisation techniques. Using the approach proposed by Coiras et al. [11], we can solve the optimisation problem by selecting an adequate initialisation for $R$, $Z$.
and $\Phi$ and iterating the following formulas

$$R(x, y) \leftarrow R(x, y) + 2\lambda \frac{\hat{I}(x, y)}{R(x, y)} \left( I(x, y) - \hat{I}(x, y) \right)$$

$$\Phi(x, y) \leftarrow \Phi(x, y) + 2\lambda \frac{\hat{I}(x, y)}{\Phi(x, y)} \left( I(x, y) - \hat{I}(x, y) \right)$$

$$Z \leftarrow Z - 2\lambda \hat{I}(I - \hat{I}) \left( \frac{- (\partial Z/\partial y) - (\partial Z/\partial x)}{1 + (\partial Z/\partial y)^2 + (\partial Z/\partial x)^2} \right)$$

$$+ \frac{1 + x^2}{x(\partial Z/\partial x) - Z} + \frac{Z}{x^2 + Z^2}$$

(3)

where $\lambda$ is a constant that controls the rate of change, and is typically set to a value of 0.25.

Application of this approach using a multi-resolution implementation [11] yields an estimation of the scene parameter maps $R$, $Z$, and $F$. An example of the results is presented in Fig. 3, which shows an original side-scan image and the three parameter images $R$, $\Phi$ and $Z$ obtained from it.

### 3.2 Generation of AR images

Once the $Z^*$, $R^*$ and $\Phi^*$ maps from a side-scan image have been estimated, it is possible to realistically introduce simulated mines by locally modifying these maps according to the $Z_T$ and $R_T$ maps that compose the synthetic model of the target (Fig. 4) in order to obtain two new elevation and reflectivity maps $Z'$ and $R'$.

After calculating $Z'$, the beam-pattern map $\Phi$ has to be recomputed in order to account for the changes in elevation, since $\Phi(x, y)$ is the projection of the sonar beam-profile on the seafloor. This is easily done by obtaining the beam-profile function $\Phi(\alpha)$ which gives the intensity for each insonification angle $\alpha = \tan^{-1}(z/x)$. This beam-profile is then re-projected to obtain the new beam-pattern map $\Phi'$.

Once the modified $Z'$, $R'$ and $\Phi'$ maps are obtained, (2) can be used to render the AR image. Unlike other simulators that paste a simulated mine on top of an existing image, this approach enables the modelling of the interactions between the topography of the seabed and the mine. For instance, if a mine is placed behind a 3D structure, it should not be visible. The length of the projected shadow should also depend on the local elevation of the mine.

An example AR image generated using this approach is shown in Fig. 5, where some synthetic targets have been added to a given side-scan image.

### 3.3 Construction of the training database

Using the AR simulation process described in the previous section, a large number of training samples can easily be generated. Target 3D models are scattered over an inverted side-scan image computer model, and then the final AR image is rendered (Fig. 5). From this AR image, positive

![Fig. 3 Results of the sonar inversion process](image-url)

*a* Original side-scan image  
*b* Reconstructed seabed reflectivity map  
*c* Reconstructed seabed elevation map  
*d* Reconstructed sonar beam-pattern map
and negative training image snippets can be extracted, as the positions of the targets are already known. A ground-truth file is then generated for each image snippet specifying the presence or absence of target, its type if present, its geolocation in the source image and so on. If an independent system to classify the seabed type [15] is also available then the type of local seabed can also be indicated in the ground-truth file for the snippet.

Since all the parameters involved in the generation of the training samples are controlled, training databases can be tailored to each particular theatre of operation. The statistical composition of the databases can also be controlled, specifying the relative quantities of targets and seafloor types as desired. A typical database will contain several thousand samples.

We have selected a fixed size of 2.5 m by 2 m for our snippet images to accommodate targets of a typical size of 1 m in diameter. Snippet resolution will vary according to the resolution of the side-scan sonar used in the mission. Three kinds of targets are typically available in our databases: cylinders (type A), truncated cones (type B) and trapezoidal (type C). More target models can easily be added if necessary, simply by creating their $Z_T$ and $R_T$ maps.

Some examples of positive and negative training snippets for a Marine Sonics system are presented in Fig. 6. Side-scan image resolution is 0.058 m across-track by 0.12 m along-track, which results in a snippet size of 44 by 17 pixels.

**4 Detection and classification**

The goal of an ATR system based on side-scan is to analyse a digital side-scan image and determine if a target or targets are present (detection). Some ATR systems might also be able to discriminate the targets by their particular types (classification). A general classifier is able to perform these tasks if provided with enough samples and an adequate feature extractor. If the classifier only discriminates between the target and non-target classes, it will effectively operate as a target detector.

A general data classifier typically works on numerical feature vectors which are computed from the image samples by application of a feature extractor. We have designed a purpose-made set of feature extractors for target classification in side-scan sonar images, which we refer to as the central filters. They are presented in the next subsection of the paper.

In a supervised classification system, a classifier is trained to discriminate between different object classes by presenting it with a vast set of examples. Application of the feature extractor to the training AR database entries will result in a large set of feature vectors and corresponding ground-truthed classes. The goal of the training procedure is to make the classifier estimate the best possible mapping between the feature vectors and their corresponding classes. After training, it is expected that the classifier will be able to generalise, upon presentation of
previously unseen samples. If the interest is in detection, the output classes will simply be target or non-target. In the case of classification, the full set of target classes corresponding to the type of objects in the database will be used.

4.1 Feature extraction using central filters

Supervised classification is used on this database to discriminate between empty snippets and the three classes of targets which were added through the use of the AR simulator. Since each snippet contains several hundred pixels, the dimensionality of the problem is reduced using a feature extractor. The number of features is typically reduced to 16.

Although many filters exist that could be used as feature extractors for target classification (e.g. 2D extension of the wavelet packets used in the work of Sadjadi et al. [16]), a special set of filters has been specifically developed for target discrimination in side-scan sonar images. These central filters have been engineered with the idea that the following characteristics need to be accounted for when detecting a target:

- Presence: the filter must differentiate whether an object is present in the image.
- Highlight-shadow dichotomy: objects of interest in side-scan images typically appear as a bright highlight followed by a dark shadow. The filter has to be sensitive to this particular characteristic.
- Details: once an object has been identified, the only way of differentiating a target and a non-target is by examining the particular details that compose its image.

Presence of objects can be determined by using a function with a localised response, such as a Gaussian bell shape. Sinusoidal functions are specially suited for responding to alternating patterns such as the highlight-shadow characteristic. Details can be targeted by modification of orientation and wave numbers of sinusoidal functions.

These desirable properties suggest the use of functions much in the way Gabor filters and Spherical Harmonics work. Inspired in those types of functions, we have designed the following spatial filter function

\[
F_{n,m}(x,y) = e^{-i(\pi/n)(x^2+y^2)} \cdot \cos\left(n\sqrt{x^2 + y^2} + \frac{1 + (-1)^n\pi}{2}\right)
\]

\[
\times \cos(m \arctan(y,x))
\]

where the integer wave numbers \( n \geq 1 \) and \( m \geq 0 \) control the spatial frequencies of the radial and angular components, respectively, and where the function \( \arctan \) is the four-quadrant inverse tangent in the range \([-\pi, \pi]\). Fig. 7 shows the form of the central filters for wave numbers \( n = \{1,\ldots,5\} \), \( m = \{0,\ldots,4\} \).

The central filters are used by direct correlation with the target image. Each of the filters will return a number indicating the response of each particular filter shape to the local image region to which the filter is applied. The vector of central features is just the collection of the responses of the filters at a particular location in the image, and is computed as follows

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

\[
V_{N,M}(I,x_0,y_0) = \left\{ \sum_{x,y} \left[I(x-x_0,y-y_0)F_{n,m}(x,y)\right] \right\}
\]

We commonly use vectors of 16 features, corresponding to wave number ranges of \( n = \{1,\ldots,4\} \) and \( m = \{0,\ldots,3\} \). This number of features represents a good trade-off between the observed performance and the computational cost.

4.2 Supervised classification approach

For each snippet, the 16 central features are extracted. Supervised classification [2] aims at partitioning the feature space into sectors representing the different classes (e.g. target/nontarget). The partition is estimated during the training using ground-truthed samples generated with the AR simulator. This problem can be tackled with a wide range of existing techniques (e.g. support vector machine, neural networks). For this proof of concept, Gaussian classifiers are used. To apply the maximum log-likelihood principle, each class is modelled by a normal distribution. The estimation of the mean and covariance can be pooled or stratified [17], providing, respectively, linear and quadratic classification. These classifiers do not require tuning and give a straightforward evaluation of the selectivity of the features used.

The database of synthetic snippets is split into two sets. The first one is used for the training of the classifier. Its performance is estimated on the second set of unseen data. If the results are suitable (high probability of detection and low probability of false alarm), the trained classifier is then tested with snippets of real targets. This is the key step to validate our approach: the algorithm trained on semi-synthetic data needs to be able to generalise on real
data. Finally, the classifier is deployed on images of a real mission. The following section presents numerical results when this technique is applied to a real data set.

5 Results

5.1 Training performance

Cross-validation can be used to evaluate classification and detection performance. By training on a part of the snippet database and then testing on the remaining elements, the performance of the classifier when presented with unseen data can be estimated. Table 1 shows the average results for 20 runs when training with 66% of a database of 9150 elements and evaluating the performance on the remaining 33%. Results for detection with COTS (Matlab) linear and quadratic classifiers using 16 central features \((N = 4, M = 3)\) are presented in Table 1.

Note that results in Table 1 include rippled and complex seafloors, which are normally avoided on mine-hunting missions. If we restrict the database to contain only samples located on flat seabed (3392 samples) the classification results are improved (Table 2).

Results for four-class classification using a linear classifier when restricted to flat seabed samples are presented in Table 3. This assumes that three different shapes of object were to be classified and these have been labelled as types A, B and C. Table 4 shows the results for a quadratic classifier.

5.2 Evaluation on real data

Performance estimation suggests the system is able to generalise, but a test when training with AR data and testing on real data is nonetheless required to validate the approach. To this end, a database has been constructed from a mission showing real targets. Fifty three different views of several objects of interest are contained in the database (16 type A samples, 20 type B and 17 type C). In addition, 53 empty snippets were created by selecting random pieces of seafloor where no targets were present. Table 5 shows the results for detection when training was undertaken on the same AR database of 9150 elements above and then testing was performed on the real database. Note that these results are only illustrative, given the small number of targets that have been used to validate the system.

Interestingly, only 0.1% false alarms have been obtained, because of the seafloor being consistently flat for the imagery of the mission containing the real targets. Probability of detection is, however, noticeably smaller than the estimation obtained by cross-validation. This can be explained by the synthetic 3D target models not being very accurate representations of the real objects imaged in this mission. Most of the real targets had cables and frames attached to facilitate their recovery after the mission showing real targets. Fifty three different views of real data is nonetheless required to validate the approach.

Table 1: Classifier performance figures for Matlab’s linear and quadratic classifiers on the training database, when using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features, estimated by cross-validation (20 runs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results for training database</th>
<th>Linear classifier</th>
<th>Quadratic classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability of false alarm</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.031 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of detection</td>
<td>0.853 ± 0.016</td>
<td>0.949 ± 0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold indicates the best false alarm rate (lowest value) and best detection rate (highest) that have been found.

Table 2: Performance figures as of Table 1 but when restricting the seabed type to flat (3392 samples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results for training database (FLAT)</th>
<th>Linear classifier</th>
<th>Quadratic classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability of false alarm</td>
<td>0.001 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.031 ± 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of detection</td>
<td>0.894 ± 0.022</td>
<td>0.975 ± 0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold indicates the best false alarm rate (lowest value) and best detection rate (highest) that have been found.

Table 3: Four-class classification confusion matrix for a linear classifier using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features and restricting the samples to those on flat seabed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear classifier</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total classification error (total number of misclassified samples divided by the total number of samples) is 0.19

Bold indicates the highest probability value for each row.

Table 4: Four-class classification confusion matrix for a quadratic classifier using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features and restricting the samples to those on flat seabed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadratic</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total classification error is 0.09

Bold indicates the highest probability value for each row.

Table 5: Classifier detection performance figures for Matlab’s linear and quadratic classifiers when using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training on ALL seabeds</th>
<th>Linear classifier</th>
<th>Quadratic classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of targets in test set</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of non-targets in test set</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of detected targets</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of missed targets</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of false alarms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of matches</td>
<td>1494</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total error on classification</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of undetected mines</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of false alarm</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of detection</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.679</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classifier was trained on the AR database and then tested on the real database.

Bold indicates the best false alarm rate (lowest value) and best detection rate (highest) that have been found.
mission, which modified the target appearance in the real snippets.

It must also be taken into account that the training database contained flat, rippled and complex seafloors, whereas the real mission only presented flat seabed. We can modify the training database to reflect this fact by allowing only for the use of samples containing flat seabed. In this case (Table 6), the linear classifier performs better (PD = 84.9%) while causing zero false alarms, and the quadratic classifier actually achieves 100% detection at the expense of a 1.1% false alarm rate.

These results emphasise the importance of taking into account the context where the target is located. Training

### Table 6: Classifier detection performance figures for Matlab's linear and quadratic classifiers when using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training on FLAT seabed</th>
<th>Linear classifier</th>
<th>Quadratic classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of targets in test set</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of non-targets in test set</td>
<td>1452</td>
<td>1452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of detected targets</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of missed targets</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of false alarms</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of matches</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total error on classification</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of undetected mines</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of false alarm</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of detection</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classifier was trained on the AR database restricted to samples on flat seabed and then tested on the real database. Bold indicates the best false alarm rate (lowest value) and best detection rate (highest) that have been found.

5.3 Results on images

Target detection and classification using the approach presented in the previous sections can be performed directly on side-scan images. A straightforward (but slow) implementation is to use a sliding window, in which a snippet is extracted at each image pixel and then classified as discussed earlier. Our current optimised implementation uses image convolution to accelerate the feature extraction process, and can filter a 1024 × 1000 side-scan image in 39 s when running on a 3.4 GHz Pentium 4 (16 central features, linear classifier, 3392 training samples).

An example of the type of results obtained with this procedure is shown in Fig. 8, where target detection has been performed on an AR image. Thirteen objects are

![Fig. 8 Detection on an AR image containing 13 objects, of which 11 are positive targets](image)

- **a** Input AR image
- **b** Results of detection using the proposed supervised approach, producing 11 detections and three false alarms

### Table 7: Four class classification confusion matrix for a linear classifier using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features when training on flat seabed AR data and testing on the real database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total classification error is 0.07

Bold indicates the highest probability value for each row.

### Table 8: Four-class classification confusion matrix for a quadratic classifier using \((N = 4, M = 3)\) central features when training on flat seabed AR data and testing on the real database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quadratic</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type A</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type B</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type C</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total classification error is 0.08

Bold indicates the highest probability value for each row.
present in the AR image (2 type A, 6 type B, 5 type C), and the training database used contained only positive samples of targets of types B and C. The results of the detection show 100% detection of the B and C targets and three false alarms (a type A object, a rock and a false positive on the surface return).

An example of application of the same technique to a collage of real imagery is shown in Fig. 9, where the input side-scan image contains five objects (1 type A, 3 type B and a non-target). Results of detection are 100% on the A and B type targets, and the non-target object produces a false alarm. The system was trained on an AR database containing A, B and C type synthetic targets on flat seabed only.

In order to estimate the performance of this type of approach as an operational ATR system, we have processed a real mission consisting of 51 images and containing 36 target observations. After processing, all 36 targets were detected and 17 false alarms were raised. The 51 images covered an area of 363 477 m², which results in a rate of 160 false alarms per square nautical mile for 100% detection rate. This figure compares favourably with other current model-based CAD/CAC systems [10].

6 Conclusions and future work

The viability of the supervised approach for target classification has been demonstrated. A classification system is trained on AR data and then tested against real side-scan images of targets. Unlike model-based CAD/CAC systems, this approach does not require the development of a model for target detection; instead, the system is able to automatically select the feature configurations that define a particular type of target. In addition, it offers a major advantage over traditional supervised approaches to CAD/CAC, which were often constrained by a limited training set in their development.

Different feature extractors can be used as the basis for the classification system. In the particular implementation presented here central features – a feature set specifically designed for targets in side-scan images – have been used. This set of features is well suited for the measurement of the characteristics that define an object of interest for MCM operations (presence, highlight-shadow dichotomy, details).

Simple classifiers were used as a proof of concept but more advanced ones could be employed instead. Our future and current work tackles the fusion of different weak classifiers [18, 19]. This has the desirable advantage that none of the classifiers needs to excel at the classification task, as the combination of several weak classifiers will generally yield better results if the classifiers are not perfect. This permits the use of very simple and varied approaches, rather than fine tuning a complex classification scheme. Using our AR-based approach, we are able to use, at a very low development cost, a number of legacy algorithms from the supervised pattern recognition literature. By choosing the algorithms to be fused, and the rule to fuse their outputs, we will also have some control on the trade-off between the final probability of detection and false alarm rate.

Besides the development of a model-less CAD/CAC system, the good matching between synthetic and real targets shows the proposed approach can be used as a versatile CAD/CAC system evaluation tool. This way a fair comparison of several algorithms can be performed on ground-truthed and calibrated target databases.
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